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Foreword from the Principal
Dear Parents and Carers,
It’s beginning to look a lot like Christmas!
As ever, I would like to thank you for your positivity and
support during what has been another very interesting
year. Despite all the challenges we all currently face,
I'm delighted to report that we continue to make
progress in delivering a great quality of education here
at Goole.
I am always thrilled to see the contents of our
newsletters to round off each term. Here's another
wonderful example of the dedication of staff and
students to work together on improving and developing
the educational experience. I never fail to be proud of
the activities we have covered!
Sadly, at the time of writing this letter we have just been
notified of the move to Plan B. We'll obviously manage
any changes in school to the best of our ability and
proceed with caution. A reminder that we will have a
staggered start back to school in January. You will
receive a separate letter about this which provides
exact details. Thanks to all parents/carers for your
patience with this. I know it's far from ideal, but we must
keep everyone safe and ensure that we follow the
national guidance.
As the curtain closes on 2021, I want us to focus on the
positive stories that are contained in this letter and look
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forward with a sense of optimism. We will continue to
do our absolute best for your children and encourage
them to display our key school values:
• Self-discipline
• Responsibility
• Honesty
• Hard work
• Setting high aspirations
• Trust
• Co-operation
• Tolerance and respect for others.
As you know, success in school is a partnership and I
would urge you to impress upon your children these
values at home too. We will certainly be pushing them
here at school.
Let's continue to be proud of who we are, where we are
and where we come from.
Have an amazing Christmas. I speak on behalf of all the
staff when I say I look forward seeing you all back here
safe and sound in January.
Best wishes,
Mr Julian Harrison
Associate Executive Principal
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AR E TÉ PROG R AM M E
Students from our feeder primary schools spent time
with us in the English department recently. The Year 5s
looked at performance poetry and wrote their own
Christmas poems, using onomatopoeia. They then
turned these into Christmas cards, ready to send to a
friend or family member.
Following this, the Year 6s got creative. Firstly, they
read some scripts as examples and were then given
a scene to improvise (set either on a bus or in a
restaurant). These were turned into scripts (after they
looked at the conventions of script-writing) and the
day was finished off with more performance poetry
as it was such a hit the day before!

S PO R T AR E TÉ PROG R AM M E
During the last half term, the Y5 and Y6 students have
taken part in the Sport Areté programme. The focus
of this was based around invasion games and
included sports such as dodgeball, netball, football
and rugby. Students learnt how to develop different
skills within these activities as well as developing
tactics to outwit their opponents. All students were a
pleasure to teach and demonstrated strong
performances throughout the programme, which we
are looking forward to developing further when they
attend Goole Academy in the future.

YE AR 11 MOCK
EX AMS
Well done to all our Year 11
students who have put in so
much hard work and effort
into their recent mock exams.
There were considerable
numbers of students attending
the after-school and breakfast
enrichment sessions. We have
seen so much dedication and
commitment to their studies
and this will have a big impact
on preparing them for their
summer exams and achieving
their full potential.
Well done Year 11!
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MATH S AR E TÉ DAYS FO R YE ARS 5 AN D 6
Year 5 and 6 children visited Goole Academy on 23rd November and 24th November
respectively for their Arete day in Maths.
Although it was a day of Maths, they looked at books, in particular ISBN numbers. ISBN
numbers are codes which are completed mathematically for a purpose that the children
would now be able to share with you. They got the chance to complete some calculations
involving ISBN numbers and solve some interesting problems based around the concept.
They also completed a task on “happy” numbers and worked tirelessly to find all the happy
numbers up to 100.
Maths Areté Leader, Mrs Clayton, commented, “They were a set of keen minds who really got
stuck into the activities. I am looking forward to seeing them all again in March at the next
Maths Areté days.”.

R E M E M B R AN CE DAY
Over 2 weekends in October a group of
veterans and students from Goole
Academy made poppies and painted
them ready for this year’s Remembrance
Day.
Thanks to Kennings Building Supplies and
B&Q for supplying the materials.
A great effort from everyone involved.
We also marked Remembrance Day in
school by having a 2 minutes’ silence.
We were really proud of students from
across the school who attended in their
air cadet uniforms on 11 November to
mark the Armistice. Y9 students led the
silence for us at 11am.
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H E TA TR I P –
ENGINEERING
TASTER DAY
Year 10s from Goole Academy went to HETA
on Monday 15th November where they took
part in taster tasks of mechanical
maintenance engineering. Dave Smith,
Mechanical instructor said, “We set the
students a task to make a key ring and also
give them some basic training of transmission
units”. “They were a pleasure to teach and all
behaved remarkably well. All of the students
completed the tasks given to them- they are
a credit to the school”.
“It was also fantastic to see some of our
previous Y11's at Heta and knowing that they
are thriving in their apprenticeships.”
Some of our former students have been doing
exceptionally well at HETA. They are in their
first year of their training and are currently on
track with their learning. Steve Cole, Electrical
Instructor said “All of their work is great so far
and have had good outcomes during their
End Point Assessment (which work towards
their qualification) They have passed all
elements of engineering health&safety so far.”
Two former students are currently on the
traineeship programme at HETA. They are
working towards an electrical engineering
qualification and have just completed their
basic electrical maintenance training. As part
of the HETA apprenticeship proramme the
learners complete a round-robin programme
consisting other elements of engineering. This
week they have started their training in the
mechanical section hand-fitting. Today they
have just passed their first assessment in
mechanical engineering, and they are
currently working with the IAG team at HETA
to secure employment and have been
participating in mock interviews this week.

Some students are working towards a
mechanical qualification and are employed
by Wren Kitchens. They have just completed
their training in mechanical maintenance,
bench fitting and hand fitting. This week is
their first week in the electrical section. They
are currently learning how to wire plugs and
elements of electrical maintenance.
A student said ‘he enjoys his time at HETA and
finds it very intriguing. We are visiting our
company Wren in two weeks’ time for work
experience, so I am excited to apply what we
have been learning here so far in the
company’
A student said ‘he likes the hands-on element
of engineering and learns better in this
environment’
A student said ‘The benefit of being
employed and having an apprenticeship is
the pay. Securing Wren as an employer I know
I have a job and excited to see them in 2
weeks”.
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‘ TE AM S’ CALL
WITH N I G E L E VAN S
On the 6 December 8pq2 interviewed Nigel
Evans, who is Deputy Speaker in the House of
Commons. We found out some interesting facts,
including:
His favourite holiday destination is New York.
He loves a place near Swansea called ‘Mumbles’.
He explained you can get the best ice cream ever
there, which Catherine Zeta-Jones mentioned in a
major awards ceremony.
He likes to keep fit and eat healthily. He doesn’t
eat mince pies!
His favourite member of the royal family is Princess
Anne because she is a hard worker.
He tends not to read fiction but recently read a
Jeffrey Archer novel.
He has met all of Lindsay Hoyle’s pets, including his
parrot called ‘Boris’ and his tortoise who is named
Maggie, after Margaret Thatcher. Lindsay also has
a huge Rottweiler called Gordon. Apparently,
Lindsay takes all his animals with him when he is
staying in London (except the tortoise).
The Speaker gets to use a set of posh apartments
which are inside the Houses of Parliament. There is
a bed there which a monarch is meant to sleep in
before their coronation. As our Queen was
crowned in 1953, it hasn’t had any recent use!
Amazingly, the cast of Coronation Street are
staying in the Speaker’s apartments soon in
celebration of the soap running for 60 years.
He prefers tea to coffee but sometimes drinks
coffee in one of the cafes inside the Houses of
Parliament. He told us lots of important discussions
take place over coffee in these coffee shops.
He is happy being the Deputy Speaker and has no
ambition to become Speaker.

YE AR 11
PAR E NTS’
E VE N I N G AN D
I N FO R MATI O N
E VE N I N G
Our Year 11 online parents’
evening was a big success. It
was hosted through
SchoolCloud and it was lovely
to be able to inform parents
about the progress the
students are making and offer
guidance and support for their
exams. We continue to work
with and support our
students as they sit their
mock exams and we wish
them every success.
We also held a Year 11 Pie and
Pea Supper Evening on
Thursday 30 September in
order to ensure that all our
students are fully supported
to be successful in their
GCSE year.
We believe that success in
Year 11 is heavily dependent
on increasing awareness of
our expectations, planning
ahead and establishing
positive working habits. We
also recognise that our
students require help and
support to enable them to
achieve their very best. There
was a brief presentation on
how students could be
supported with a talk from Mr
Harrison and core curriculum
leads and parents were
given the opportunity
to ask questions.
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S PAR X MATH S
This is the second year that Sparx has been used as the online
homework platform for Maths. The current Year 8 students
were the first to use it last year, and now our Year 7s have
joined them.
Homework is set every week by teachers, and students can
also complete 'XP Boost' challenges as well as extra
'Independent Learning' tasks.
There has been a huge push on Sparx this term, including
Twitter shoutouts for 'Bright Sparx of the Week', a weekly
homework club, and an ongoing competition to encourage
students to achieve as many XP points as possible.
It has been great to have so many students attend the
homework club on a regular basis, and it is encouraging to
see them so focused and determined to try their best and
improve their maths skills.
We certainly have plenty of Bright Sparx at Goole Academy!
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E N R I CH M E NT
It has been fantastic to have a full Enrichment calendar back at Goole Academy this term.
Enrichment has been missed over the past 18 months by both staff and students. Attendance
has been great across the school, special mention to Year 11 who have over 90% attendance
at intervention. The staff have offered a broad range of Enrichment activities this term.
Performance activities like Music and Drama/Dance have had a huge resurgence with their
attendances growing week on week. Sporting activities have seen huge numbers attending this
term, with hundreds of students representing the school in Football, Rugby, Netball, and
Cross-Country. Additionally, lots of students have volunteered their time as Sports Leaders,
helping with several primary school sports events held over the term. Dungeons & Dragons and
Unicycling clubs have continued to be very popular with Goole students and with no doubt will
continue to have high numbers into the new year. Well done to all students who have attended
and thank you to all staff for giving our students these opportunities.

M O R E GC S E PO D
S U CCE S S
GCSEPod.com is a world leading remote
learning platform which covers almost all
subjects on our curriculum. The site contains
1000s of short videos (or pods) based
around various topics (with optional check
& challenge questions). Continued use of
the platform has been proven to
significantly improve academic outcomes.
Students are automatically enrolled on the
site when they start at school and it is
suitable for the whole age range of our
school (not just for GCSE students).
Over the last 2 years we have been ‘world
champions’, having watched over 100,000
pods during each year.
The latest ‘pod games’ are underway and
we are leading in the run up to Christmas.
Please encourage your child to logon to
gcsepod.com and help in our quest to
retain our title.
For any issues regarding GCSEPod, please
contact jacksonr@gooleacademy.org.uk

#1
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38 . 2259
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#3
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L AN G UAG E N UT
We have had a very successful term with our
French online learning resource –
Languagenut. Students have completed
13915 sentences. 9832 exam skills tasks and
have achieved 64171 gold points for their
work. We are currently in 99th place in the
world! A massive well done to Anthony P who
has secured first place in the school for the
majority of this term – great work!
Languagenut is a great resource as it enables
students to reinforce their vocabulary whilst
simultaneously practising the four key skills of
learning a language. We encourage students
to complete work at home as it reinforces
what they have learned in class. All students
have their own username and password.

S E NTE N CE S

13,915
E X AM S KI LL S TAS KS

9,832

T WIT TE R , YO UTU B E , AN D O U R WE B S ITE
Remember to keep an eye on our Twitter page and give us a follow twitter.com/DeltaGoole!
We also regularly upload videos onto our Youtube page so subscribe
to our channel for more updates!
Our website is now up and running with regular updates for students
and parent/carers. Please check in regularly to see what is
happening at Delta Goole.
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WHAT’S B E E N GO I N G I N D I F F E R E NT CU R R I CU LU M AR E AS?

E N G LI S H

PE

We’ve had a great start with literacy this year, with
many successes to celebrate. In Year 7 we have one
Word Millionaire and in Year 8 we have two – these
students have read more than a million words already!
We also have 12 Year 7 students and five Year 8s who
have achieved the Accelerated Reader pledge for
reading more than 250,000 words. Collectively, Years 7
and 8 have passed over 1000 quizzes on Accelerated
Reader and read almost 37 million words!

The PE department has had a
brilliant first term with many
accomplishments made by
our students. The girl’s netball
teams have been committed
to their training and due to this
has seem many wins under
their belt including a Year 9
victory against Axholme
Academy with a score of 13-5!
The boys have shown similar
success with both the football
and rugby teams. The year 10
football team managed to
secure a victory with a brilliant
score of 10-0 whereas the
rugby team secured their first
victory of the season against
Thorne Trinity school. Students
were also had another
moment to shine with the
chance to take part in the
East Riding Cross-Country
Championships, we saw two
finishers in the top 5 in both the
year 7 boys and junior girls. The
highlight of the term for the
students however was the tour
of the Old Trafford centre and
the chance to watch
Manchester City play against
PSG. The students from all
years had a brilliant time and
got to witness Man City win
2-1! We hope to carry on
showcasing the skills and
dedication of our students in
the new year!

The LRC reopened to all students in September and it’s
wonderful to see so many students visiting before and
after school to read, complete homework or take
Accelerated Reader quizzes. So far this year just under
2500 books have been loaned from the library, which
isn’t far off our total loans for all of last year.
Drop Everything and Read was introduced after the
October half term and since then staff and students
across Key Stage 3 have been enjoying 20 minutes
quiet reading every week – it was great to hear about
PE all sitting together in the gym to take part!
After Christmas Year 7 will be kicking off an exciting
new reading scheme from Delta Trust called Reading
Routes, starting with crime and mystery books. This will
be rolled out across Key Stage 3 gradually, with Year 8
joining around Easter time, reading fantasy and Year 9
hopefully joining in September with classics. There will
be loads of amazing prizes up for grabs both from us
and the Trust for students who get involved!
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G E OG R APHY
Geography Autumn term! Great to have returned to normal teaching with the new Y7 and Y8
learning the geography of our site! Y7 have asked 'What is Geography and what makes
environments extreme? Y8 have posed the questions 'Can Hurricanes cause havoc and is the
climate in crisis?' Both of which were supported with information from the COP26 meeting. Y8
also managed to do some fieldwork with a microclimate study around the site to develop their
data collection, presentation, and analytical skills. Y9 have asked 'Is Asia advancing and can
we close the development gap?' Y10 have been studying the living world and coastal
landscapes. Y11 have worked on aspects of paper 3 with geographical skills and the sections
involved with unfamiliar fieldwork along with revision. A busy term, independently, students
collectively have continued to rise to the challenge with GCSEpod, watched figures currently
stand at 3149 for this academic year for Geography.
Well done! Good habits we'd like to see continue when we return in January!

M US I C
There has been lots to celebrate in the music
and performing arts department this term
with students getting involved in many
extra-curricular clubs. Attendance at these
clubs have been fantastic, especially in Year
7 where students have learnt how to play
instruments and create dance and theatre
performances. We also celebrated a large
number of students auditioning for the school
production which will be held later in the
year. We look forward to welcoming students
back to keyboard club, rock band, vocal
group, dance club, drama club and musical
theatre club next term.
Incredible achievement by Isaac B for being
named one of the 6 winners of the
#BBCYoungComposer2021 competition.
What an achievement!
@bbcproms @ERMusicHub @DeltaTrust_Org
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FOO D
Year 10s learning about batch production while
making and decorating mini Christmas cakes for
students and staff to buy.
Absolutely fantastic work and effort from all. Each
taking a separate role whilst working as one big
team. Well done year 10!

SCI E N CE
The main thing to say to end this term from science is WOW. What an effort by everyone in
Science. Thank you for the incredible effort that all teaching and support staff have put in over
this term. The work being done with students is brilliant. Expectations are high, students are on it
and seldom are opportunities to progress missed. Y11 have really shown themselves for the
incredible year they are, and whether exams happen or not, the 2 rounds of mocks stand them
in a seriously promising position for summer. I cannot wait for next term to really make some
progress, especially with the addition of a 1-1 tutor who will be working with students in all year
groups, to further close gaps and challenge our students.
2021/2022 academic year is the year to be part of the Goole Academy community!
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H I S TO RY
History have loved being back at school and having the students back in their curriculum
area. Year 7 have been honing their historical skills by delving into the Roman Empire and
then into the medieval period, namely the Norman Invasion. Year 8 have been assessing the
impact of our past ventures and the role of the British Empire in shaping our society. Year 9
have just finished learning about the Suffrage movement and how women tirelessly
campaigned for the vote. In Year 10 we have been looking at how William The Conqueror
established his control of the Anglo Saxons in England and will be moving onto American
West in the new year. Year 11 are coming to an end of the content part of the course.
having been studying Weimar and Nazi Germany. They will then be moving on to follow a
programme of revision to further prepare them for their exams.
All in all, a very busy term but one that has been rewarding all round. The History department
are very proud of the students’ resilience, dedication and all the hard work they have been
putting in this term. We would like to wish them and their families a very merry christmas!

ICT
As we head towards the end of the first term,
we can look back at the hard work our
students have put in. Students have been very
busy and are working incredibly hard. It is
pleasing to say our Year 7 students have settled
in really well. This term our KS3 students have
studied internet safety, made an internet safety
PowerPoint, developed an interactive
multimedia product and explored animations.
We are also proud of our KS4 students, our Y11’s
are busy completing their final unit in Creative
iMedia whilst our Y10 students have made an
impressive start.
Finally, have a fantastic Christmas and we look
forward to seeing you in the new year.
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B I E NVE N U E À D E LTA GOO LE
F R E N CH D E PAR TM E NT
Delta Academies Trust is
delighted to welcome the
initial group of this year’s
French and Spanish Modern
Language Assistants (MLAs).
Ten assistants will work from
October 2021 until May 2022
and a further eight will join us
from November to April.
Working across 15 of our
secondary academies, these
native French and Spanish
speakers bring their own
culture and language
experiences into Delta
classrooms. They make
language learning “real” and
enhance the cultural capital
of our students.
On October 6th, our two
associate MFL Directors, Mr.
Nick Germain and Mrs. Giusi
Perseu, led Delta’s first MLA
induction day at Goole
Academy. The day focused
on providing an insight into
language learning at Delta,
the English education system
and how they can motivate
and inspire our young
people. It also gave the MLAs
an opportunity to meet each
other and to share their
experiences and
expectations about living in
the UK. We welcome Chloe
Maussion to Delta Goole. She
has settled in really well and
our students love working
with her in small groups.

F O LLOW U S

ON T WIT TE R
It’s been a busy year so far, both in school
and out, and we love to showcase all of
the fabulous things that our students are
getting up to on our Twitter page! If you
haven’t followed us already, have a look
at our page and check out all of the super
stuff that’s going on in our Academy!
@DeltaGoole
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